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Abstract 
Patients with chronic diseases, such as those with pacemakers, have shown that they have a wor- 
sened well-being, which means an increased interest in investigating how relatives of patients 
with pacemakers experience their situations and how the disease affects their life situations. The 
aim of this study was to explore the main concerns for the relatives of patients with a pacemaker 
and how they resolve these issues. A classic grounded theory was used throughout the study for 
data collection and analysis. Interviews were conducted with ten participants. Striving for nor-
malcy emerged as the main concern for relatives of patients with a pacemaker and was handled 
through a process of regaining normalcy where the relatives strive to find a way to live as normal 
as possible. Regaining normalcy is done through developing trust, dwindling and finally life stabi-
lizing, in which they are either holding back or new normalizing. Distinguishing signs are con-
stantly done during the process to quickly notice possible symptoms of the patient. Increased 
knowledge and understanding of how the relatives of patients with a pacemaker regain normalcy 
can be used as a guide in order to support and inform the patient as well as their relatives in con-
junction with implantation occasions but also in connection with recurring and lifelong follow-up 
occasions. 
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1. Background 
In Western Europe, 394 million people live with an implanted pacemaker. During the last forty years, the num-
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ber of pacemaker implantations in Sweden has increased from approximately 100 to 690/million persons a year, 
with the mean age of approximately 70 years old, and requiring lifelong treatment. The most common indication 
for the pacemaker implantation is that the patient has an acute onset of fainting together with an atrio ventricular 
block [1]. The implantation is performed, most often, on the same day as the onset of symptoms, with the patient 
ready for discharge for home the day after implantation. This short stay hospitalization time is beneficial as it 
results in fewer infections [2], as Baman [3] identified in a review that patients with a pacemaker had a lower 
rate of infection and device malfunction, and that this treatment plan is safe for life threatening arrhythmias [3]. 
It should be noted that shorter even hospitalisation times can also be negative for these patients as well as their 
relatives that characterized by high demands to understand the situation and low control to handle it at home [4]. 
A relative can be described as a hidden patient and life satisfaction of these individuals can often be lower than 
that of the actual patient [5]. It has been noted that the stress levels of relatives of patients hospitalized can be 
higher compared with the levels of the actual patients themselves [6] [7]. This may be due to the fact that the 
relatives of patients with a pacemaker may experience a heightened level of anxiety. In addition to this, a lack of 
information, uncertainty regarding outcomes, emotional turmoil, need for support, depression and psychosomat-
ic symptoms may also be experienced. These symptoms may last for up to a year after the implantation, and they 
are similar to those patients who have experienced a myocardial infarction [8].  

The modern pacemaker system of today, with an operational time of up to 15 years, is checked one to two 
times per year [9]. A patient with a pacemaker and his family is considered to be able to live a normal live even 
if strong magnetic fields should be avoided because these can inhibit or stimulate the pacemaker. Furthermore, 
there is a great deal of knowledge available today about the technical performance of pacemakers and the bio-
physical life of pacemaker patients, but more information is needed regarding these individuals’ own expe-
riences of their life situation [9]-[11]. Knowledge about the life situation of patients with pacemakers is largely 
based on measures using different life quality instruments from the perspective of the researcher [12]. Berry et al. 
[13] show in their qualitative study that the confidence which female pacemaker patients have in pacemaker 
treatment is partially due to emotional feelings regarding the pacemaker [13]. However, shorter care times and 
quick discharge conversations should be negative for patients as well as relatives when they have difficulty un-
derstanding what it is that caused the implantation and how life can further be lived. The patient thus leaves the 
hospital with unanswered questions and relatives can, because of this, feel worry when the onset is often very 
dramatic and the patient has at their homecoming difficulty in explaining what has happened [9] [11]. 

This can in many cases mean that relatives of patients with chronic diseases in the family have questions of an 
emotional, existential, and practical nature [14], which is why relatives need their own support adapted to their 
personal needs when they have experienced everything from insecurity to security. It has earlier been described 
that relatives can be overprotective and that they feel inadequate in the new situation [10] [11] [15] [16]. 

Studies on relatives of patients with chronic diseases have shown that they have worsened well-being [17], 
and it is therefore of interest to investigate the situations of relatives of patients with pacemakers and how the 
disease affects their life situations. The aim of the present study was therefore to develop a classic grounded 
theory about relatives of patients with a pacemaker. The research question guiding the study was: What is the 
main concern for relatives of patients with a pacemaker and how do they resolve it? 

2. Material and Methods  
Classic grounded theory methodology aims to conceptualize patterns of human behavior [18] [19], and it is be-
haviors, not people, that are categorized [20]. Interviews with relatives of patients with a pacemaker were con-
ducted between 2010 and 2012 in a medium-sized county serving 320,000 individuals in southern Sweden. The 
sample was based on theoretical sampling [19] where data were collected in order to refine and elaborate emer-
gent categories and later on with a focus on categories related to the core concept to develop the emerging theory. 
Seven women (39 - 77 years, median 53) and three men (51 - 82 years, median 57) were finally included. Two 
of them had compulsory school education, four had high school level education, and four had university educa-
tion. Eight participants were married or were cohabiting with the patients, one was sister to a patient and the 
other one was a daughter and they did not living with the patient. 

The relatives were interviewed in their homes, except one which was interviewed at the relative’s workplace. 
The interviews lasted between 40 and 90 minutes and were recorded and transcribed verbatim. Field notes were 
also written after each interview as a basis for data analysis. The interviews were more like open-ended conver-
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sations and began with the invitation, “Tell me what it is like to live as a relative of a person with a pacemaker.” 
In classic grounded theory, data collection and analysis occur simultaneously [19]. This means that data analysis 
was done after each interview and guided further data collection. New ideas emerged during the analysis of what 
to ask in the following interviews, for example questions about the time before pacemaker implantation, the 
given information at hospital for the relatives, how their lives had been affected, relationships to friends, and 
thoughts about the future. Later on when the core category had emerged, more specific questions were asked to 
refine and elaborate emergent theory.  

Conceptual memos were written throughout the whole analytic process to capture creative ideas about catego-
ries and the emerging theory [19]. The first phase of the analytic process was open coding, and the data were 
coded line by line after each interview. A set of questions were asked about the data: What is this data a study of? 
What category does this incident indicate? What is actually happening in the data? What is the participants’ main 
concern? How do they continually resolve this concern? These questions helped the researchers to avoid de-
scription, and instead stay theoretically sensitive and conceptualize [18]. The initial codes were compared to 
newly generated concepts, which were compared to other concepts and finally the core concept emerged. This 
core concept is central in grounded theory and explains the main concern for the participants and how they re-
solve it. In the selective coding phase, further data collection and coding through theoretical sampling were done 
in order to delimit, so that only categories which were related to the core concept were left. The coding contin-
ued until theoretical saturation was reached, which means that same categories continued to emerge while ana-
lyzing new data [19]. In the theoretical coding phase, relationships between the categories and the core concept 
emerged through hand sorting of the memos. The theoretical codes can be of different kinds; in this study the 
theoretical code of basic social process emerged, and the theory is therefore built up around this code. After the 
sorting of the memos, the theory was written; in this stage the elements of time, place and people were left be-
hind, and the theory was written as conceptually abstract [18] [19]. According to classic grounded theory, the li-
terature review was not done until the substantive theory was formulated [18]. The literature was then used as 
data in the constant comparative process to refine the theory. 

Ethical Considerations 
Written informed consent was obtained from the participants prior to the interviews. They were informed about 
the study both verbally and in writing, about the aim of the study, as well as about the possibility of disconti-
nuing their participation at any time without the need to give any reason for this [21]. They were also informed 
that all material would be treated confidentially. The study was approved by the Regional Ethical Committee, 
Linköping University, Linköping Sweden (Dnr: 98095). 

3. Results 
Striving for normalcy emerged as the main concern for relatives of patients with a pacemaker.  

The relatives know that the pacemaker is life supporting, and they are well aware of its role but worry that it 
affects their family life as well as hinders them in living as usual and doing normal activities. This worry and 
insecurity affect the behavior of all involved, and the relatives deal with the wish for normalcy differently de-
pending on their personality and their earlier experiences. The pacemaker may restrict the patients’ energy but 
also restrict the relatives psychologically. Although they might realize that they cannot live in the same way as 
before, they are striving towards normalcy.  

Striving for normalcy is handled through a process of regaining normalcy and is done through developing trust, 
dwindling and finally life stabilizing in which they either are holding back or new normalizing. During the whole 
process relatives are constantly distinguishing signs to quickly notice if something is not right (see Figure 1). 
Relatives need to go through the different stages in the process to be able to regain normalcy although this 
process may be started all over again if something happens that threatens normal life, for example new symp-
toms, complications, or another diagnosis. 

3.1. Distinguishing Signs 
Distinguishing signs means interpreting signs of insecurity and symptoms, such as dizziness and tendency of 
fainting in the patient. This is done throughout the whole process of regaining normalcy; at first it is done more  
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Figure 1. The theory regaining normalcy.                                                     

 
consciously, but as time goes by it is done more and more subconsciously. Distinguish signs is easier in close 
relationships when they have learned to distinguish the body language and nonverbal signs. Through being at-
tentive and guarding, signs are distinguishing. This can be done surreptitiously through being watchful for 
changes, or it can be done more openly through controlling and asking direct questions, for example “How are 
you feeling? I can see that you are not feeling okay.” The patients’ status and condition maneuver daily life for 
the relatives. Living with a patient with a pacemaker is a shared experience, but at the same time they are stand-
ing aside. What affects the patients also affects the relatives; for example when the pacemaker “goes on” and 
causes feelings of discomfort for the patient, this also affects the relatives’ feelings and may increase their worry. 
Having knowledge of this and its causation helps the relatives to handle the situation and distinguish signs. 

When distinguishing signs there is a risk of overprotecting. Caused by a sincere concern, they might overpro-
tect which may hamper a normal life and prevent the patients from performing activities which they actually are 
able to do. Thus, there must be a balance when distinguishing signs, so that normal life is not restrained by 
overprotecting.  

3.1.1. Developing Trust 
Developing trust means gaining trust in the pacemaker but also for life, that life goes on despite what has hap-
pened. Developing trust is done through gaining understanding, being involved, and emotional processing.  

3.1.2. Gaining Understanding  
Gaining understanding is done through seeking information and questioning. This can be done through contact 
with health professionals but also through friends and social media such as Facebook, Twitter and blogs.  

3.2. Seeking Information 
Which kind of information is needed depend on how the patient has received the pacemaker. If the situation was 
dramatic, information is sought about what happened. “It was so dramatic; it came as a chock. Did not know 
that he was so sick, and lack of information made it worse.” If the patient received the pacemaker after being 
sick for a while, another kind of information is needed. The relatives sometimes do not realize the seriousness of 
the patients’ symptoms since they appeared slowly, not affecting the patients’ lives so much. When realizing the 
seriousness it can lead to insecurity. Receiving information can therefore both increase and decrease the security. 
When developing trust, there is a risk of over-faithing, which means having overconfidence in what the pace-
maker actually can do. Taking for granted that everything will be okay since the patient now has a pacemaker 
and goes to regular check-ups. This overconfidence is often caused by a lack of knowledge in how a pacemaker 
works. There might be unrealistic expectations that the pacemaker will protect, for example, from getting a heart 
attack.  
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3.3. Questioning 
Questioning the reliability of the pacemaker and if it will work as it is supposed to is a way to develop trust, 
such as questioning if the pacemaker is correctly calibrated and that the battery will last the expected time. 
“Could it handle the change from year 1999 to 2000? I was worried even if the doctor said it would be okay.” 
There can also be worries that electronic machines, for example cell phones, microwaves oven and security 
checks at airports, will affect the pacemaker and change its technical adjustments.  

If the person had a great deal of symptoms before receiving the pacemaker and now has recovered, it eases 
and can also speed up the process of regaining normalcy. “Life goes on; you leave the worry and you put your 
trust in the pacemaker, in the technique.” Through testing boundaries the patients are stretching the limits to see 
if they can deal with the new experience and how far they can go before stopping. During this testing of bounda-
ries, the relatives are constantly distinguishing signs of discomfort or other symptoms in the patients. Even 
though questioning leads to trust, there might still be a nagging feeling of distrust in the technique. This feeling 
of not trusting 100% may decrease as time passes.  

3.3.1. Being Involved 
Being involved means being included in the situation, such as attending follow-ups. The wish to be involved 
does not depend so much on age; it depends more on the kinds of their relationships. When patients do not want 
any involvement from relatives, this can cause feelings of passivity and being left out. Being excluded hinders 
them to support or to be involved as much as wanted, which then may lead to feelings of powerlessness.  

Even when the patients want the relatives to be involved, the relatives themselves may not want to be in-
cluded, which can be caused by distancing or surrendering. Relatives may distance themselves caused by diffi-
culties in handling all of the received information. This can actually be a way to protect themselves. “When you 
feel that something is not right, you might try to shield yourself and pretend that everything is okay. What you do 
not know, you do not have to worry about.” Relatives may also surrender to care, which means that they put all 
of their trust in the health professionals leading to security and the relief of not being responsible.  

3.3.2. Emotional Processing 
Through emotional processing the relatives process what happened, and their need for this depends, for example, 
on if the situation when the patient received the pacemaker was dramatic or not. If it happened during dramatic 
circumstances and the situation was life threatening, professional help might be needed to process, while others 
may view the new situation as a relief and can let go of their feelings without further notice. One explanation for 
this could be that they see a total transformation in the patient, a total change from being so sick to now being 
healthy; it is as if “a new person is born.” This transformation of the patients’ situations facilitates the emotional 
process and the development of trust. A lack of emotional processing, on the other hand, leads to ruminating and 
imagining stories about what actually happened.  

3.3.3. Dwindling  
Dwindling means minimizing the impact of the new situation as a way to regain normalcy and is done through 
accustoming, diminishing and façading.  

3.3.4. Accustoming 
By accustoming, an adjustment to the new situation is done. Depending on how their life was before, they have 
more or less of an ease of ability to accustom. When the persons have been sick for a long time, the pacemaker 
may be seen as a gift which gives them a new life. This can differ from when healthy people suddenly become 
ill. Then the relatives have to adjust, both to the fact that the patients were close to death but also now that they 
have a pacemaker. In either way, accustoming is more easily done when the relatives have processed what hap-
pened and feel involved. Accustoming can also be facilitated by time. “After a while you do not think about the 
pacemaker; it just is there, and you have total trust in it.” Getting back to social networking can facilitate the 
accustoming process although handling expectations and questions from friends can be perceived as difficult. 
Accustoming leads to feelings of comfort and safety in addition to making the focus shift from the pacemaker to 
regaining a normal life. 
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3.3.5. Diminishing  
Diminishing the role of the pacemaker in their life is one step towards normalcy. Although there is an awareness 
of its existence, they will not let it affect life more than necessary. At first, the pacemaker affects life through 
some restrictions; the patients are, for example, not allowed to lift heavy objects. As time passes, however, the 
interference in their lives is diminished. The pacemaker is seen as a peripheral issue and is considered as a con-
stant companion that is living together mutually: “It is like living with an extra companion.” Although the scar is 
a constant reminder of the pacemaker, it can go several days without thinking about it. “The pacemaker just is 
there, a part of his life, but does not impact on life.” It is in the back of their mind, emerging when distinguish-
ing symptoms or discomfort, or when it is time for the patients’ check-ups and change of battery. It can also be a 
reminder when travelling, passing through security checks, which can cause insecurity.  

3.3.6. Façading 
Façading means not showing their worry since it may transmit to the patients. The relatives want to be regarded 
as strong, “When one is weak, the other person needs to be strong.” This includes taking command and maybe 
taking the leading role during occasions when the patients are not feeling well. When meeting friends, the 
façading may be used since they do not want pity; they rather want to act normal and be regarded as normal 
again. When friends still regard the persons as sick, it decreases the process of regaining normalcy. Through 
façading the relatives are holding up a façade so that they can regain normalcy. 

3.3.7. Life Stabilizing  
Life stabilizing means shifting focus and finding a way to live as normal as possible again and can either be 
done through holding back or through new normalizing. Which strategy the relatives choose depends on their 
developed trust and the dwindling of the situation. There can be a transition from holding back over to new 
normalizing for example if support is received, support which can lead to increased understanding and feelings 
of security. On the other hand, there can be a transition from new normalizing to holding back if new symptoms 
appear or if there are problems with the pacemaker.  

3.3.8. Holding Back 
Holding back is done when distrusting the pacemaker or the new situation, caused by a lack of knowledge or 
uncertainty in how to handle the situation. If the relationships between relatives and patients are strained, it 
hinders their ability to regain normalcy. Holding back is done through pretending normalcy and sheltering.  

3.4. Pretending Normalcy 
When pretending normalcy, the relatives act as if everything is as usual, although they still are grappling with 
trusting the pacemaker and the situation. A gnawing feeling of worry affects the relationships and their social life, 
although they try to live on as normal. Pretending normalcy can be seen as a protection but also as an invisible 
burden, which can contain fear of the future or that something bad will happen to the patient. This is not obvious 
every day but emerges periodically while distinguishing signs and finding alarming signs such as dizziness and 
fainting.  

Pretending normalcy is a way to hold on to life but may lead to a decreased amount of social life since they 
keep on façading. They can have difficulties in handling the worry and fear of friends who act “as if death is 
coming any minute.” Being different and not a “normal family” can affect their social network, which leads to 
isolation instead of confronting attitudes and values held by friends. A change in the social network may be a 
consequence with new friendships where these friends do not know about the patient’s pacemaker.  

3.5. Sheltering 
Sheltering is a balance of preventing a bad thing from happening and hindering the patient in living life fully. 
Distrust leads to loss of control and to restrictions in life, although the relatives dissipate these thoughts through 
distraction. This includes supervising what the patients are doing and deciding what they are allowed to do or 
not. The desire to shelter may therefore lead to overprotecting but is justified by their concern for the well-being 
of the patients. They fear that symptoms might appear which will rule their lives and hinder them from regaining 
normalcy. When distinguishing signs, the relatives might therefore over-interpret signs, leading to even more 
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overprotection. These feelings can be a torment when being overprotective and distressing oneself about every-
thing that might happen. 

Sheltering may decrease social life and avoidance of situations which they think can lead to problems. Avoid-
ing travelling to warm countries even though the patients actually want to go. If the relatives agree to travel, they 
plan for possible situations that might happen, such as planning their stay close to a hospital; this includes 
thinking through all possible situations that might happen in order to be prepared. As time passes, the relatives 
may create trust in the pacemaker, which finally leads to a transition to new normalizing. 

New Normalizing 
New normalizing is possible when trusting the pacemaker and the situation. Through living on and opportuniz-
ing, a new normality is created. The relatives may believe that they are returning to normal, but it is in reality a 
new normalcy. Returning back to the “old normality” is not possible since the pacemaker always will be there as 
a companion throughout life.  

3.6. Living on  
When living on, relatives have a total trust, which makes it easier to regain normalcy: “No idea to distrust even 
if there is a risk that something might happen.” An interruption in their new normal living can be when it is time 
for yearly check-ups, which then can cause feelings of insecurity since they then are being reminded of what 
happened. Living on involves regaining social status; it is important to be seen and looked at as a normal family 
which can do normal things. Living on as normal again can affect others’ attitudes and expectations on the fami-
ly. Social networking protects but can also cause overprotection, which leads back to façading.  

3.7. Opportunizing  
Opportunizing means taking chances to enjoy life; in looking back, they realize that they are blessed with a new 
chance for normalcy. When opportunizing the relatives are allowed to plan in advance, but if things are not 
going as planned, they do not become disappointed. Through distinguishing signs the relatives can be aware if 
something unexpected happens and take care of it immediately. There is awareness that life can be disrupted, 
and they therefore need flexibility in normal life. There might be a risk of overdoing it since they want to live as 
before. Through moment capturing, they take one day at a time since it is not helpful to worry about the future. 
Especially if the patients had been very affected by their disease, the relatives now see new possibilities in life 
thanks to the pacemaker. When the family is going through a rough time, they might joke about it i.e., “Now you 
have to put on your turbo (the pacemaker).” 

4. Discussion 
The choice of classic Grounded Theory was appropriate, since it is a method used in areas where there have not 
been studies done [18]. The emergent nature of classic grounded theory methodology enabled the discovery of 
the main concern, which would unlikely have been done with methods focusing on predefined problems and 
questions [18]. The theory of regaining normalcy does not represent the relatives’ entire being or doing, and they 
are surely engaged in other patterns of behavior that need to be further explored.  

A grounded theory should be judged by fit, workability, relevance, and modifiability [18]. Fit means how 
closely the concepts fit with the incidents that they are representing. Relevance means that the real concern of 
the participants has emerged and therefore evokes grab. Workability means that it is explained how the concern 
is resolved and with much variation. Modifiability means that the theory can be modified. Grounded theory ge-
nerates hypotheses which are conceptual and therefore can be applied to any relevant time, place and people 
[19]. Through constant comparison with new data, the theory can be modified to other substantive areas. So al-
though this theory emerged from the context of the pacemaker, the theory might well be expanded to other areas 
where striving for normalcy exists, contributing to an understanding of how people deal with their desire to re-
gain normalcy. 

Striving for normalcy emerged as the main concern in this first study on relatives of patients with a pacemak-
er. How relatives handle their wish for normalcy depends on the situation when the patient received the pace-
maker, if the situation was dramatic with an acute onset of unconsciousness or non-dramatic, with periods of 
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dizziness, or maybe without any symptoms at all. This result is consistent with previous studies of how relatives 
of patients with chronic diseases experience time from the onset to the start of the treatment [22] [23]. 

When disease, such as dizziness or fainting, disturbs the individual’s ability to perform daily activities, often 
the husband/wife takes over a large portion of the responsibility for the patient, which an earlier study about rel-
atives of patients with heart failure also showed [24]. 

During the first year after the pacemaker implantation, overprotection is one of the most common strategies 
used in order to handle worry and fear about the symptoms of dizziness and fainting being able to return. Here it 
emerged, as well as in a study on the chronically ill, that the relatives must be strong and adopt a leadership role 
in order to ease the worry that the patient experiences. This can be perceived as difficult when the relatives feel 
the same worry and therefore have an increased risk to have the onset of a stroke and even die early in heart 
disease [25].  

A study showed that female relatives to older family members with chronic illnesses, experience more stress 
than men which can be caused by that they feel a societal responsibility of adopting duties and responsibility, 
which can lead to an overwhelming caregiver burden that thereby initiates a hidden patient [26]. 

To be able to regain normalcy, the relatives have to accustoming to the new situation and sometimes façade 
their own fear and worry. Flemme [27] showed that patients that were treated with the implantable cardioverter 
defibrillator (ICD) lived with daily insecurity. Despite this, it was important to perform daily activities – even if 
they were performed in a somewhat limited way [27]. When accustoming and diminishing the roll of the pace-
maker, it is important for the relatives that the daily activities are able to continue as before but at the same time 
they are distinguishing signs to quickly notice symptoms that the patient had before the pacemaker implantation. 

Critical for regaining a normal life is that the relatives dare to trust the pacemaker. During the first time after 
the implantation, the relatives experience a time pressure as a result of that the patients want test their limits for 
what they now can perform compared with previously. In this study as in Kamphuis’ [28] study of patients who 
have received the ICD, one of the most important issues was to have clarity in how the first year after the im-
plantation will be [28]. The relatives seeking information through medical care services, and converse with other 
relatives about if it really is possible to trust that the pacemaker takes over that which the healthy heart was able 
to do before. Also if the pacemaker does not function as planned, which symptoms can then be expected to oc-
cur and how can they distinguish these symptoms? Previous study show if the medical care services meet the 
relatives’ search for information from a person-centered approach, it allows the opportunity for an in-depth 
conversation that gives increased knowledge, which causes the relatives’ worry to decrease [29]. Gaining under-
standing via social media is additionally today an increasingly feasible way to acquire knowledge when neither 
the medical care services nor friends and acquaintances have the answers they are seeking. It is important that 
the medical care services meet this need [30]. The relatives perceive the annual checks at the pacemaker ward as 
an important part of the security in order to develop trust and certify that everything is fine. However, there is a 
difficulty in not ceasing to distinguish the signs of for example, the dizziness attacks as before the implantation, 
so they continue in “secrecy” in order to see if these signs have disappeared or not. Mårtensson et al. [31] 
showed in their study that follow-up via the telephone was meaningful primarily for older relatives with a social 
network that was not sufficient [31]. This should mean that it can be very beneficial to even relatives of patients 
with a pacemaker to have similar telephone contacts with medical care services principally during the first year 
when there are many questions and there is much insecurity over if the pacemaker works in an excellent way. 
This contribution can be critical for well-being, which also should be considered given that the patient has a li-
felong treatment that is never able to be cancelled.  

Remembered the turn of the millennium and the societal debate about the risk that computers would “lose 
their memory” and what would then happen to all of those with pacemakers [32], some of the relatives perceived 
this time as dramatic and difficult but attempted to living on and pretending normalcy as usual. A general fear is 
still experienced regarding using the cell phone. A review has shown that they can disturb the functions of the 
pacemakers [33], although several studies have shown that today’s cell phones do not interfere with the pace-
makers implanted in the last 10 years, which means that the patients can feel entirely safe [34]-[36]. When the 
relatives dwindle situations that are perceived as inhibiting or limiting for the patient, it gives security in daring 
to living on as in the past, before the pacemaker implantation. So through both relatives and patients receiving 
more knowledge and thereby daring to try and test varying situations, it gives security and opportunities to re-
gain a normal life. 

In order to stabilizing life, the relatives use different strategies to handle and solve daily situations. Life stabi-
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lizing has earlier been used in the context of family with cancer to explain how the family handle their new situ-
ation [37]. In our study, life stabilizing emerged as two different ways to regain normalcy, depending on the de-
veloped trust in the pacemaker and the new situation. When relatives are holding back and use sheltering as a 
protection, it can be compared to not have anyone to share their troubles with. They feeling isolated and could 
not participate in social activities in the same way as previously [24] [31]. It emerges in our study as well as in 
Birkeland et al. [38] that the relatives must be responsive to the needs that the patient have and use different 
strategies [38], such as sheltering through holding back. This worked well by the relatives toning down the im-
portance of meeting their friends as often as before when they know that worry and fear can be caused by social 
contexts where the patient feels insecure. The relatives thought that it worked really well even if this overprotec-
tion was stressful for both partners, which also emerged in an earlier study on how couples handled their situa-
tion in connection to a myocardial infarction [39]. If relatives hold back own opinions and feelings it leads to 
frustration and reduces respect of own space in the relationship [40]. However, even the opposite of holding 
back emerged, namely living on and fully trusting the function of the pacemaker and together continuing to live 
the life that they previously had lived. This means that the relatives instead live here and now to protect normal 
life in their relationship, even if there is worry that the patient would overexert himself or herself. This could be 
compared to moment-living, which means living in a total presence and making the best out of every situation to 
maximize the well-being [41]. 

Bergbom [42] showed in his study that the relatives have an important role when the patient has made it 
through a life threatening condition, such as cardiac arrest, through their presence increasing the patient’s feeling 
of strength and support [42]. There is a strong connection between leisure activities and social relationships in 
order to new normalizing, and as a measure of welfare opportunizing the possibility of travelling together is of-
ten used [43]. This means that the relatives have an important task also so that they will function as a relative 
and be able to regain normalcy. There has long been evidence that is known as a fact that good social relation-
ships are significant for the welfare of the individual in several respects [44]. Close and trustful relationships 
give a basis for security in life, but interpersonal relationships also mean a great deal for connection with other 
people as well as meaningfulness in life. Relationships, in the form of a social network, can also be a significant, 
supportive resource for relatives as well as the patient, chiefly when the care times at the hospital are becoming 
shorter, and this can create pressing social life situations, which several studies have shown [43] [45]. 

5. What’s New: Summary and Implications for Practice and Research  
• Relatives to patients with pacemaker need guidance (of the health care professional), support, and skills to 

manage the life situation 
• Relatives seek characters for supporting the patient  
• Relatives are developing trust that the pacemaker was the right treatment 
• Relatives solve daily situations by different strategies such as shifting focus through holding back 
• Future longitudinal studies would be of interest in order to obtain in-depth knowledge on how relatives to pa-

tients with pacemaker increased knowledge and understanding of the effect on daily life can be used as 
guidance in order to support and inform the relatives in conjunction with implantation occasions but also in 
connection with recurring (ongoing throughout life) follow-up occasions 

• This is the first study that contributes knowledge about relatives to patients with pacemaker. 
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